
Background Challenge

Crime IT service desk, comprised of about 
10 members multitasking various roles and  
responsibilities including service management, 
product management for crime IT legacy applications. 

The team was primarily set up to provide technical and 
business support to HMCTS internal users nation wide, 
these include Magistrate Courts, National Probation 
Service, Criminal Prosecution Service and the Police.

The challenge for Crime IT service desk was the large 
volume of calls to the desk, with a limited number of 
staff to provide the support. Methods were tasked 
to take a lead on handling all technical queries for 
applications utilised by HMCTS staff at first line, as 
part of transition, Methods were responsible for 
transitioning the support from Crime IT service desk to 
DCD IT service desk ( Methods) with minimal risks and 
disruption to end user experience. 

The aim was to ease the pressure on Crime IT service 
desk,  who would in turn focus on  business processes 
for the users. 

HMCTS and Methods: 

Solution

Service management Product management 
for crime IT legacy 

applications

Methods implemented a Phased approach to transition the Applications (Phase one- CJSM and Big word)   
(Phase two- Court store and Bench) and Phase 3 ( Libra, Applications Register and DMU)  

Methods implemented a frame work to be followed in each phase which included the following stages;
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The other challenge was  lack of documented 
support arrangements for the legacy applications, 
and undefined processes i.e problem management, 
change management and incident management. 

The client set an expectation of having all the services 
transitioned within 3months 
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Results

All services were successfully 
transitioned on the 30/062017 

with ELS commencing the week 
04/07/2018

Mitigations to existing risks provided

High-level support documents 
(Service sheets, Work instructions and 
Knowledge Articles) as MVR produced 

and approved by the relevant 
stakeholders before go live

Approved RACI matrix

Increased engagement  
from the business leads

HMCTS and Methods: 

What are the learnings?  

 An overlap between Service transition roles and responsibilities with Service operations.

Service operations engaged with the business without the 
oversight of service transition during the transition phase 

as a result this led to inconsistent due diligence being 
carried out during transition. 

This should be avoided in future.

Lack of a standardised transition frame work across 
HMCTS or within DCD.

This can be avoided in future if an agreed frame  
work can be agreed on prior 


